
XD  Monitoring ™ 

Covering more roads, ramps and interchanges with greater precision  

than any other service available today 
 

Ask about our risk-free XD Monitoring Trial Program today!  

INRIX XD Monitoring  
INRIX XD Monitoring is a low cost service upgrade to the free 

INRIXTraffic.US and INRIXTraffic.EU sites used by thousands of 

transportation agencies in 14 countries to better manage, operate, and plan 

the world’s major highway systems. INRIX XD Monitoring goes beyond other 

services to provide real-time insight into traffic speeds, travel times and the 

location of incidents and back-ups for every major road type and class from 

highways, ramps and interchanges to arterials, city streets and other secondary 

roads.  

 

With detailed traffic speeds down to 800 feet (250 meter) increments 
across 1.8 million centerline miles of road in 33 countries, the site delivers 

unrivalled levels of coverage and granularity and meets new regulatory 

requirements – a major breakthrough with profound impact. INRIX XD 

Monitoring boasts high quality data, map auto-refresh, clickable segment 

details, along with many other features for use by traffic operations 

professionals at a fraction of the cost than traditional sources.  

 

Key Benefits 
Already the world’s largest crowd-sourced traffic data network, INRIX XD 

Monitoring  takes a significant step forward in the evolution of traffic 

intelligence.  

 

• Transportation Agencies can better manage the road network in real-

time while better analyzing historical traffic patterns to plan future 

investments. 

• Public Safety Agencies can gain a more detailed understanding of road 

conditions in order to better position law enforcement when managing 

vehicle traffic around accidents, work zones and other incidents. 

• Emergency Management Agencies can more accurately route first 

responders to locations of need and route critical patients to places of 

care.  

MORE WITH LESS 
 

Delivering highly detailed traffic 

and incident data at a fraction of 

the cost of traditional sources  

IMPROVE SAFTEY & 

RESPONSE 
 

With 60 second auto-refresh,  

be alerted, respond faster  

and return traffic to normal flow  

faster than ever before 

6X MORE COVERAGE 

 Detailed traffic  speeds down to 

250 meter increments across 1.8 

million centerline miles of road in 

33 countries 
 



About INRIX  
INRIX is one of the fastest growing big data technology companies in the world. The company leverages big data 

analytics to reduce the individual, economic and environmental toll of traffic congestion. Through cutting-edge data 

intelligence and predictive traffic technologies, INRIX helps leading automakers, fleets, governments and news 

organizations make it easier for drivers to navigate their world. Our vision is simple – to solve traffic, empower 

drivers, inform planning and enhance commerce.   

INRIX XD Monitoring US 

Register:  INRIXTraffic.US      

Support:   inrixtrafficushelp@inrix.com   

 

INRIX XD Monitoring Europe 

Register:  INRIXTraffic.EU 

Support:   inrixtrafficeuhelp@inrix.com 

 

If real-time visibility is critical to the success of your traffic operations…  

Register Today for a 30 Day Risk-free Trial! 

Incident Layers 
See real-time, highly detailed incident alerts, congestion and 

construction zone alerts, as well as special event alerts to 

determine traffic sources. INRIX data sources include 

crowd-sourced reporting from INRIX and partner 

application users and incidents curated by INRIX staff. 

More Roads and Interchanges 
Covers 6X the roads, over 1.8 million centerline miles of road 

in 33 countries, including thousands of additional  interchanges, 

autobahns and ramps, hundreds of thousands of additional 

arterial miles, and a significant number of new roads that do 

not yet have TMC code coverage. 

Traffic Cameras 
Get visual  verification of traffic flow and traffic incidents, 

weather related road conditions and real-time updates with 

traffic cameras. INRIX gives users the option to add CCTV 

images from select countries where INRIX partner Vizzion 

has access to and aggregates CCTV feeds. 

“By leveraging an unprecedented volume of data from connected cars, trucks and smartphones, our services help transportation 

professionals gain extremely precise insight into what’s happening on every road in real-time. Agencies can now deliver truly 

intelligent transportation systems using our unique and cost effective technologies to scaling traffic operations.”  
 

 - Scott Sedlik 

Vice President, Products and Market Development 
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